2024 Pan-African STM Cinema Competition

Referee Form

Dear Expert Referee,

Thank you for agreeing to referee this video for the Pan-African STM Cinema Competition! Your expert advice directly helps film creators produce high quality explainer videos in science, tech, and math. We, and the film creators, are deeply grateful to you for your candid feedback.

If you do indeed agree, could you please sign the following statement and return it to the video creator? (Electronic signatures will be accepted).

I, Dr _________________ from the University of ___________________________ am an expert in the general topic chosen by the video creator, whose name is _________________________.

The Youtube link for this video is:   https:// _____________________________________

I have watched the video carefully, and certify that the material presented is correct to the best of my knowledge. Furthermore, I agree that the video creator may write that this video has been approved by me in the video’s public description on Youtube.

Signature: ____________________________  
Date: ____________________________  Email:________________________

Thank you sincerely,

2024 Pan-African STM Cinema Competition

https://www.pastmcc.com/
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